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BECKINGTON COMPANY JOINS WITH LOCAL SCHOOLCHILDREN TO CREATE WILDLIFE GARDEN

Employees from Cohort plc defence technology company SEA have created an environmentally
friendly garden in the grounds of their picturesque 17th Century Beckington Castle headquarters that
is open to local schools for studying wildlife.
SEA employees and their families were helped by schoolchildren from the surrounding area and
their families to build the wildlife garden, which includes a bog pond, bug hutches and mini-meadow
along with various hardy plants and trees.
Besides being used by SEA employees taking a break from their computers and workplace, the
garden is open to local schools, who have been invited to use the area for studies and visits.
The garden was previously farm land and the area is boggy with coarse grass which is an important
ingredient to attract local wildlife. The surrounding grass bank with hedges and medium size trees
provides vital shelter and nest sites.
The plants selected have been recommended by the Somerset Wildlife Trust, as have the trees
which include Silver Birch, Crab Apple, Hawthorn and Acer.
Several mini meadows have been created and filled with a continuous succession of flowers from at
least spring to autumn, with flowers such as Snowdrops and Hellebore adding colour through the
winter. Two bug hotels created in a bank will further attract wildlife. When the area is more mature
it is planned to install cameras to view the nest boxes and pond area, with a live feed to capture the
wildlife.
SEA Managing Director Steve Hill, who hosted a special event to mark the opening of the garden,
explained: “The project creates a truly wildlife area to be enjoyed by all and brings us closer together
with the local community. Schoolchildren from the Beckington area have played an active part in
creating the wildlife garden and we hope they visit regularly to study and enjoy it.”
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Notes to Editors:

Cohort plc is an independent technology company and the parent company of four innovative, agile
and responsive businesses, EID MASS, MCL and SEA, providing a wide range of services and products
for UK, Portugal and international customers in defence, security and related markets.
www.cohortplc.com

SEA was acquired by Cohort plc in 2007 and today is a major supplier of applied research, technology
development, systems integration, specialist electronic systems, engineering and software design
services to the defence and security markets. Its engineering and project management skills include
naval communications systems, maritime combat systems, through-life support, dismounted soldier
systems, subsea engineering and traffic enforcement. Complementing its work for the UK Ministry of
Defence, SEA is growing its business overseas and extending its expertise into adjacent markets,
including offshore, railways and roads.
SEA employs circa 300 high-calibre staff and has offices in Beckington, Bristol, Barnstaple and
Aberdeen.
www.sea.co.uk
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